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another emulator that you can use to play the nintendo entertainment system (nes) games. the name isn’t
entirely accurate, as it was a playstation game that was ported to the nes. like some other emulators, nes.emu
can play snes games as well. it also comes with a cheat engine, save and load states, virtual controller support,
and a few more options. it’s a great emulator. the pokemon go plus is a nifty accessory for those who want to

play pokemon go without having to carry around a game cartridge, a nintendulator, or a bluetooth gamepad. you
simply plug the device into your phone’s usb port and it serves as a second screen for your phone. it turns your

phone into a controller for your phone. it also adds an extra battery life of an hour. since the nintendo 3ds
launched in the us, gamers have been having problems with it. the screen is small, the battery life is short, and
the bundled game cartridges are expensive. the answer to all of these problems is to run a custom firmware on
your 3ds. this is the ultimate nintendo solution for those who want a fully-functioning handheld. we’ve all seen

videos of people modifying nintendo 3dses, but not many have seen them actually running homebrew. a bevy of
emulators for the nintendo entertainment system (nes) games, but we’re going to limit this list to the best of the
bunch. this is a pretty solid emulator, with everything you need to play nes games. it has hardware and virtual

controller support, save and load states, fast forward, slow motion, sound, and more. the snes and sega genesis
are two of the best gaming systems ever made. the nintendo super nes was the first to take them on, and the

super famicom was a great upgrade. the snes has the best collection of games ever made, and the super
famicom was the best snes ever made. this is the best snes emulator around, and in our opinion, it’s the best

emulator on this list.
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there are plenty of android
emulators for playstation
vita, but the only one we

know of that actually works
is dolphin emulator. snes9x

ex+ has excellent game
compatibility, fast game
speed, and a clean ui.

gamepads and mmc cards
are supported, but

hardware controllers arent.
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there are settings to tweak
and cheats, but we couldnt
get any of the options to

work. kappa is a wii
emulator for the wii,

nintendo ds, and gamecube.
the app features excellent
game compatibility and a

clean ui. you can use
controllers, save and load
states, and the ui is simple

enough that it doesnt
matter if you end up with all
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your games in your face.
what sets this emulator

apart from the others is that
the games run at a higher
resolution. they also use

textures that you normally
cant use without buying the

game. n3ds is a nintendo
3ds emulator. it is the only
one that has a clean ui that

can be customized. it
supports your basics like
save and load states. you
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can also use hardware
controllers, but it doesnt
have any other add-ons.

although the game
compatibility seems to be
good, the emulator has
some issue with save

states. if you save and quit
at the main menu, it will
open the main menu and

start the game over.
genesis is the only one of

the emulators that is
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actually free. it supports
hardware controllers and a

few other features, but
lacks support for some

games. it also has a high
chance of not working with
your device. if it does work,

it can run at a low
resolution. free nintendo ds

emulator is a pretty
barebones emulator. it

supports hardware
controllers and save and
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load states, but it doesnt
have any other features. its
game compatibility is fine,

but some games are glitchy.
the ui is extremely basic.
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